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Abstract. Model-based development of highly complex software systems leads
to large models. Storing them in repositories offers the possibility to work with
these models in a distributed environment. However, they are not modularized and
thus, do not especially support distributed development. An alternative is to con-
sider composite models such that several teams can work largely independently.
In this paper, we consider a general approach to composite models and their trans-
formation based on graph transformation concepts. To illustrate this approach, we
present a concrete setting for composite models based on the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF). EMF models can be distributed over several sites. While re-
mote references can express import relations, export and import interfaces are not
explicitly defined. In our approach, we sketch composite models with explicit and
implicit interfaces using concepts of distributed graph transformation and outline
different kinds of composite model transformations.
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1 Introduction

Model-based software development has an increasing importance in software engineer-
ing. Models are ideal means for abstraction and support developers in mastering the
increasing complexity of software systems. Highly complex software systems are usu-
ally developed by several teams working in a distributed setting. The question arises
how model-based development can be performed by several distributed teams. An ob-
vious idea is to set up a central repository for models which can be used by all teams.
This solution is straight forward to implement. However, this solution is not always ad-
equate: Considering for example open source development, software components are
developed by independent teams. Thus, a central model repository would not suit well
to this separation of concerns.

An alternative is a set of component models which are interconnected, i.e. composite
models. To allow for independent component model development as much as possible,
each component model should have explicit import and export interfaces. The import
interfaces specify all required model parts, while the export interfaces describe model
elements provided to the environment, i.e. to models of other teams.

Model-based and especially model-driven development heavily rely on model trans-
formations. After having defined composite models, we also need transformation con-
cepts for composite models. In this paper, we consider a general setting for composite



model transformations and do not focus on transformation languages. On this basis,
we discuss different kinds of composite transformations and formulate a consistency
property for a restricted form of composite model transformations. All main concepts
presented are formally defined to lay a basis for a precise approach to composite model
transformation. This approach is based on the theory of algebraic graph transformation
[1].

New concepts are motivated at two different development scenarios for component-
oriented software systems: model-based development of business components and model-
driven development of graphical editors. The second scenario is based on modeling
concepts of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [2]. EMF has evolved to one of
the standard technologies for defining modeling languages. It provides a modeling and
code generation framework for Eclipse applications based on structured data models.
The modeling approach is similar to that of MOF, actually EMF supports Essential
MOF (EMOF) as part of the OMG MOF 2.0 specification.

There are several approaches to manipulate EMF models by model transformations,
e.g. ATL [3], Tefkat [4], EMF Tiger [5]. Since the focus of this paper is on general
structuring concepts for models and model transformations, we do not consider trans-
formation approaches in detail, but just as partial mappings between models.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents two example scenarios for
composite model development. The second one is used to illustrate all main concepts of
composite models and model transformations presented in Sections 3 and 4. Thereafter,
we discuss related work and conclude our work.

2 Example Scenarios for the Development of Composite Software
Models

In this section, we present two example scenarios for composite model development by
distributed teams which differ considerably. The first scenario describes model-based
development of a component-oriented business application, while the second scenario
presents model-driven development of graphical editors.

2.1 Developing Composite Models for Component-Oriented Business
Applications

Highly complex software systems are usually designed as component-oriented systems.
Main functionality is structured in several components with clear interfaces. Reflecting
this high-level design decision in composite models, the model-based development of
business components by separate teams is supported. As long as all interfaces are sta-
ble, each team can work on its model, independently of other teams. However, it is
quite natural that interfaces change over time. In that case, the distributed development
can run into conflicts. For example, considering a software solution for ordering and
delivering products, we might have components such as ordering, marketing and cus-
tomer management, billing, and delivery. Each component has local data and data to be
shared using interfaces. Moreover, each component offers a number of services such as



adding, deleting, updating and searching customers offered by the customer manage-
ment. While customer data manipulation is designed to be local to the customer man-
agement, searching is considered to be exported to other components. Furthermore, all
detail information about customers are not considered for export, but just their names
and some information on their classification (e.g. business or private customer). If for
example, the export of customer data is to be extended by address information, the
distributed development teams have to communicate with each other to clarify this
situation. In contrast, private data is changed internally in the customer management
component model.

2.2 Composite Models for Graphical Editor Development

Assume a domain modeler who cares about mapping the application domain to a data
model as well as to services. Additionally, there are editor designers who develop
domain-specific editors showing the domain model in one or more different views. The
editor development shall be model-driven using the Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF) [6]. Similarly, the domain model might be a source for model-driven devel-
opment used to generate a data base and data access objects. To support decoupling
of domain model and editor development to some extent, we use a composite model
which contains the domain model and the editor model as two components which are
interconnected by interfaces. This means that the domain model may be extended and
new model elements may be exported or editors may be changed as long as their import
interfaces are not extended. We use this scenario to further illustrate our concepts for
composite models and model transformations.

3 Composite Models based on Distributed Graph Concepts

Modular concepts for software models are of increasing interest to the modeling com-
munity. The state-of-the-art concept to structure EMF models are physical distribution
in separate files. They can be interconnected by remote references, i.e. references to
remote model elements. This means that composite EMF models are supported and re-
alized by uniform resource identifiers which allow to identify remote model elements.
The lookup of remote model elements is realized by proxy model elements which re-
solve remote references. This mechanism realizes composite models with implicit inter-
faces. Remote references implicitly define an import interface. Additionally, all model
elements are automatically exported, i.e. export interfaces are also defined implicitly.
At the moment, there are no concepts for EMF models to declare import and export
interfaces explicitly.

In this section, we want to consider composite models with different kinds of in-
terconnections. One approach are component models with explicit import and export
interfaces. To connect component models, import interfaces have to be served by export
interfaces. This approach supports the explicit statement of all requirements in import
interfaces and furthermore, allows to distinguish between public model elements, visi-
ble in exports, and private model elements. The explicit declaration of interfaces allows



to define component models independently of each other and to connect them later, if
their corresponding interfaces fit together.

The abstract syntax of software models can be considered as object structures which
are formally defined by typed graphs with attributes and containment conditions. (See
[7].) Since we concentrate on the component aspect of models here, we do not consider
attributes and containments throughout this paper. However, these aspects are orthogo-
nal and can be added in a straight forward way.

In the following, we formally define distributed graphs in a general setting. Based
on this definition, different kinds of composite models are discussed thereafter. Graphs
consist of nodes and edges, i.e. edges are elements with their own identifiers. They
relate nodes by source and target functions.

Definition 1 (Graph). A graph G = (GN , GE , sG, tG) consists of a set GN of nodes,
a set GE of edges, as well as source and target functions sG, tG : GE → GN .

Definition 2 (Partial Graph Morphism). Given two graphs G, H , a pair of partial
functions (fN , fE) with fN : GN → HN and fE : GE → HE forms a partial graph
morphism f : G→ H , short graph morphism, if it has the following properties:

– ∀e ∈ dom(fE) : fN ◦ sG(e) = sH ◦ fE(e), with sG(e) ∈ dom(fN )
– ∀e ∈ dom(fE) : fN ◦ tG(e) = tH ◦ fE(e), with tG(e) ∈ dom(fN )

If fN and fE are both total, f is called total graph morphism.

All graphs and graph morphisms form a category, called PGRAPH . This means
that partial morphisms can be composed and for each graph there is an identity mor-
phism. Similarly, all graphs and total graph morphisms as defined above form a cate-
gory, called GRAPH . (For more information concerning these categories, see [8, 1].)
We use this fact to define the composition concepts presented throughout this paper.

Next, we recall type graphs to distinguish type and instance levels in our formal set-
ting. Since we concentrate on composition concepts and want to keep the formalization
as simple as possible within this paper, we do not consider subtypes here.

Definition 3 (Typed Graph). Given a graph TG, called type graph, and a graph G.
Graph G is typed over TG, if there is a total graph morphism type : G→ TG.

Please note that the abstract syntax of software models can be formalized by typed
graphs. (See e.g. [7] for a formalization of EMF models.) Composite models are not
especially considered in that approach, but could be encoded in graphs. However, for
an explicit consideration of composition concepts for models, it is better to separate
the composition structure from object structures. In the following, we define distributed
graphs which use graph concepts on two different abstraction levels: the network level
and the object level. The network level describes the composition structure, while the
object level specifies the object structures in each part as well as their interrelations.

Definition 4 (Distributed Graph). Given a graph G, called network graph, a dis-
tributed graph over G is defined by functor Ĝ : G→ PGRAPH 1.

1 Graph G can induce a small category which contains all identical arrows on nodes and for each
pair of arrows i

a−→ j and j
b−→ k in G an arrow i

c−→ k. Functors are mappings between
categories. See [9] for more details.



The network graph of a distributed graph defines its distribution structure. Each net-
work node i is related to a graph Ĝ(i), called local graph, which describes a local object
structure, while each network edge e : i → j is refined by a partial graph morphism
Ĝ(e) : Ĝ(i) → Ĝ(j), called local graph morphism. These morphisms can formalize
relations between object structures.

In general, network graphs can specify arbitrary networks of models. In the follow-
ing, we discuss two particular kinds of composite models.

Component models with shared interfaces are described by bipartite network graphs.
Network nodes are either body nodes or interface nodes. Network edges always go
from interface to body nodes. This kind of structure describes components which share
objects in common interfaces. Thus, network edges are inclusions.

Networks of component models can be described by different kinds of composite mod-
els. We distinguish components with implicit interface definitions from those with ex-
plicit ones. See examples for distributed graphs with implicit and explicit interfaces in
Fig. 1. Interface inclusion are indicated by arrow label ⊆. Partial morphisms are de-
picted by arrows with a circle in the middle.

GiBodA Gi ImpA GiExpBGi A G iB G iBodBo o⊇ ⊆

Fig. 1. Distributed graphs specifying components with implicit (left) and explicit (right) interfaces

A component with implicit interfaces can be described by just one local graph. The
import of object nodes from other components is specified by a partial graph morphism.
Such import relations can also be made explicit by explicitly showing the domains2 of
partial import morphisms. For example, the current version of EMF models can be
considered to be of this kind. Remote references import model elements of other EMF
models. (See the following examples for more details.)

A component model with explicit interfaces consists of a body model, a set of export
interfaces, and a set of import interfaces all being parts of the body. Thus, all graph
morphisms between export or import graphs on the one hand and body graphs on the
other hand are intended to be inclusions, i.e. special total graph morphisms. Connecting
two or more components, each import graph has to be connected to an export graph.
This connection is defined by a partial graph morphism. If this graph morphism is really
partial, i.e. not total, it describes an import which is not fully served by the export
connected. Thus for component models with explicit interfaces, a network structure
with total morphisms only is considered to describe a consistent composite model.

Considering network structures of component models with explicit interfaces, we
can characterize the three different kinds of component parts described above by the
following network properties:

– Body nodes are network nodes GBod ⊆ GN which are not source of any network
edge in GE .

2 The domain of definition wrt. a partial graph morphism is meant here.



– Export nodes are network nodes GExp ⊆ GN where each export node is source of
exactly one network edge with its target being a body part. I.e. for all i ∈ GExp

there is an edge e ∈ GE with sG(e) = i and tG(e) ∈ GBod. Moreover, Ĝ(e) is a
total graph morphism, namely an inclusion.

– Import nodes are network nodes GImp ⊆ GN where each import node is source of
two or more network edges: The target of one network edge is a body part, i.e. for all
i ∈ GImp there is a network edge eB ∈ GE with sG(eB) = i and tG(eB) ∈ GBod.
Ĝ(eB) is a total graph morphism. All other network edges ek ∈ GE with k ∈ K3

have the import node as source, i.e. sG(ek) = i, and an export node as target, i.e.
tG(ek) ∈ GExp. Each Ĝ(ek) may be non-total.

The definition of distributed graphs is very general. It allows relations between
graphs to be really partial. While partiality of relations in simple composite models
with implicit interfaces is the normal case, real partiality can express some kind of in-
consistency within component structures where each import interface is connected to
exactly one export interface. In that case, network edges from import to export nodes
being refined by non-total graph morphisms express that corresponding imports are not
completely served.

Example 1. Fig. 2 shows the network structure of an example composite model on the
left-hand side and the corresponding distributed graph on the right-hand side as defined
in Def. 4. The network structure contains three components each consisting of a body
part as well as export and/or import interfaces each. While body parts are represented
by solid boxes, interfaces are depicted by dotted boxes.

GiBodA

GiExpA

Gi ImpA

Gi ImpB G iBodB

GiBodCG iExpC 

⊇

⊆

⊆
⊇

Exp

Imp
A

Imp
B

Exp

C

o

o

Fig. 2. Example network structure (left) and according distributed graph (right)

Definition 5 (Partial Distributed Graph Morphism). A partial distributed graph mor-
phism, short distributed graph morphism, between two distributed graphs Ĝ and Ĥ with
network graphs G and H , is a pair f̂ = (f, m) where

– f : G→ H is a graph morphism and
– m is a family of graph morphisms {f̂(n)|n ∈ GN} such that
• for all nodes i in GN : f̂(i) : Ĝ(i)→ Ĥ(i) is a partial graph morphism and

3 K is a set of indices.



• for all edges e : i → j in GE : f̂(j) ◦ Ĝ(e)(x) = Ĥ(f̂(e)) ◦ f̂(i)(x) for
all x ∈ dom(f̂(j) ◦ Ĝ(e)) ∩ dom(Ĥ(f̂(e)) ◦ f̂(i)(x)) (see the illustration in
Fig. 3).

If f and f̂(i) for all i ∈ GN are total graph morphisms, f̂ is also called total.

i

e

��

Ĝ(i)
f̂(i)

o //

Ĝ(e)

��

Ĥ(f(i))

Ĥ(f(e))

��
j Ĝ(j)

f̂(j)
o // Ĥ(f(j))

Fig. 3. Illustration of partial distributed graph morphism

Definition 6 (Typed Distributed Graph). Given a distributed graph ˆTG, called dis-
tributed type graph, and a distributed graph Ĝ. Graph Ĝ is typed over ˆTG if there is a
total distributed graph morphism ˆtype : Ĝ→ ˆTG.

Example 2. In the following, we illustrate typed composite models by the editor devel-
opment scenario introduced in Section 2.2. The domain model is based on EMF and the
editor model uses GMF which in turn is an EMF model itself. We illustrate component
models with explicit interfaces.

Fig. 4 shows a network structure for a typed composite model. At the top row,
component model Ecore with an export interface and component model gmfmap with
an import interface are shown. Ecore is the meta-model of EMF and used for domain
modeling. Meta-model gmfmap is one of several meta-models of GMF each targeting
different editor aspects. For clarity we stick to gmfmap only. While Ecore and gmfmap
meta-models form body models on the type level, website and pageeditor are instances
of them. In the following examples we show both, type models and instances, as trees.
However, the underlying abstract syntax is graph-like. Note that the interface definition
on the type level limits the definition of exports and imports in the instance level.

Exp
Ecore

Imp
gmfmap

Exp

website
Imp

pageeditor

typed over typed over

Fig. 4. Example network structure on type and instance levels (cf. detailed presentation of com-
posite models Fig. 5 and Fig. 7)

Fig. 5 shows the refinement of the type level, i.e. refinement of network nodes and
edges. On the left-hand side, meta-model Ecore is shown by concentrating on its classes



and inheritance structure. On the right-hand side, classes and inheritance structure of
meta-model gmfmap are shown. Arrows from right to left visualize references to remote
classes where target elements are part of the import interface of gmfmap. Fig. 6 shows
a more detailed view on remote references. In this case, class MappingEntry refers to
class EClass residing in a different model i.e. EClass is part of the import interface of
component model gmfmap and has to occur in the export interface of component model
Ecore as well. Since we consider any Ecore meta-model element as exported per se in
this example, the import of gmfmap can be completely mapped to the export of Ecore4.

Fig. 5. Condensed view on meta-models Ecore and gmfmap with arrows showing remote refer-
ences to imported classes

Fig. 6. Detailed view on import relation of meta-model gmfmap

Now we consider composite model instances of both meta-models as depicted in
Fig. 7. This example shows a domain model for web sites and an editor model for
a simple page editor, again in a tree-based view. The names of instance component
models also indicate their typing, e.g. pageeditor.gmfmap is typed by gmfmap.ecore.
As for meta-models, arrow targets indicate the import interface.

On the left-hand side, each entry below package websiteModel is an instance of
EClass containing instances of EAttribute for its attributes and instances of EReference

4 Please note that a small arrow behind a classes expresses an inheritance relationship. If a parent
is exported, its children are exported consequently.



for links (cf. meta-model Ecore shown in Fig. 5). To support comprehension, domain
model website is also shown on the bottom right in form of a class diagram. Please note
that both views, tree view and class diagram, show two kinds of concrete syntaxes. A
web site may have several web pages each equipped with textual content. Pages may
also have primary and secondary navigation links to other pages. All domain model
elements except attribute Page.id are exported which is indicated by its red frame. In our
model-driven environment, this attribute is relevant for internal generation processes
only and therefore shall not be in the export set of the domain model.

Fig. 7. A composite model instance with arrows visualizing remote references, instance model
website in two concrete syntaxes on the left and lower right

On the upper right of Fig. 7, a part of the editor model is shown. The editor model
specifies a basic content editor where the user can create and edit the content of web
pages in a visual manner. In detail, the editor allows to insert content nodes provid-
ing an editable text field. To be able to nest contents analogously to HTML, composite
content nodes are provided. New contents may be positioned within such a node. For
that purpose two Top Node Reference entries (and their sub-entries) are listed in the
gmfmap model, each one introducing a node type container in the editor. Accordingly,
each entry is related to an (exported) element of the domain model. For example, the
uppermost Top Node Reference represents the container for textual nodes. Therefore, it
relates to reference Page.contents, the container for textual content in the domain model.
Subentry Node Mapping is related to class TextContent and represents textual content
nodes. Moreover, attribute TextContent.text is the target of a Feature Label Mapping.
This entry represents the label of a textual content node containing concrete text. Anal-
ogously, a Top Node Reference and a Node Mapping are defined in correspondence
with domain element CompositeContent. In addition Child References and Compart-
ment Mapping are responsible for enabling nested nodes. Since all reference targets in



component model pageeditor are in the export interface of component model website,
this composite model is consistent.

4 Basic Concepts of Composite Model Transformations

Now we go one step further and consider transformations on composite models. Inde-
pendent of any concrete model transformation approach, we can consider composite
transformations as partial mappings of composite models. They can describe the ma-
jor effects of model transformations which can be the creation, deletion or update of
model elements and their references. Formally, such model mappings can be defined
by partial graph morphisms. Creation of model elements and their references leads to
non-surjective morphisms, while deletion of model parts leads to non-total morphisms.

In this paper, we consider basic transformation concepts only. Nevertheless, these
concepts allow us to distinguish already four important classes of composite trans-
formations: internal transformations, component transformations, synchronized trans-
formations, and reconfigurations. Moreover, we can distinguish consistent component
transformations from inconsistent ones.

Definition 7 (Distributed Graph Transformation). Given a distributed type graph
ˆTG and two distributed graphs Ĝ and Ĥ typed over ˆTG by t̂G and t̂H , a distributed

(graph) transformation is a partial distributed graph morphism t̂r : Ĝ → Ĥ such that
t̂H ◦ t̂r = t̂G. It implicitly defines a network transformation tr : G → H of network
graph G to H .

We can distinguish different kinds of distributed graph transformations which are
presented in the following. Examples for each kind of transformation are given there-
after.

Internal model transformations are defined by transformations of single local graphs.
The network transformation tr is an identical one, i.e. the network structure does not
change. Interfaces, either implicitly or explicitly given, are not changed.

Example 3. On the left-hand side, Fig. 8 shows a gmfmap editor model before trans-
formation; the right-hand side shows it afterwards. In this scenario, the editor model
is enriched with additional properties which require class TextContent and its attribute
TextContent.text leading to a default attribute value “Enter new text here...” for text
nodes in the editor. As the required domain model elements are already contained in the
import set (cf. Fig. 7), this transformation has no impact on any interface.

Component model transformations are concerned with manipulations of single compo-
nents in composite structures. Again network structures are not changed, i.e. network
transformation tr is identical. Moreover, there may be transformations t̂r(iB) : Ĝ(iB)→
Ĥ(iB) for network nodes iB ∈ GBod as well as transformations of adjacent interfaces.
In general, component transformations can yield inconsistent composite models. How-
ever, we can consider a restricted form of component transformations yielding consis-
tent models only. Body and interfaces may be transformed such that synchronizations
with other components are not necessary. This means that export interfaces may be
extended and import interfaces may be restricted only. Formally, we can require



Fig. 8. Adding new editor properties to component model pageeditor

– for all iE ∈ GExp with e ∈ GE and s(e) = iE and t(e) = iB : t̂r(e) to be total and
Ĝ(iE) ⊆ dom(t̂r(iB)) and

– for all iI ∈ GImp with e ∈ GE and s(e) = iI and t(e) = iB : t̂r(e) to be surjective
and dom(t̂r(iI)) ⊆ dom(t̂r(iB)).

Later on, we argue that this kind of restricted component transformations yields
consistent results only.

Example 4. Figure 9 shows a component transformation of the domain model. Class
ImageContent is created inheriting from class PageContent. Elements of this kind shall
be editable, too. Therefore, it has to be included into the export interface of model
component website. Since the export interface is extended only, the resulting composite
model is a consistent one.

Fig. 9. Creation of a new class in domain model website

Synchronized model transformations are defined by several local transformations which
run in parallel. Again, the network transformation tr is identical. Synchronized model
transformations are useful to describe transformations of composite models where sev-
eral component models interact. They are needed to change common interfaces in a syn-
chronized way. Internal and component transformations can be seen as special classes
of synchronized transformations.

Example 5. Fig. 10 shows the result of an example synchronized transformation. Con-
sidering the composite model depicted in Fig. 7, the creation of a new domain model
element ImageContent as shown in the previous example has to lead to an adaptation
of the related page editor. Again, the import mapping is illustrated by arrows from right
to left. Note that arrows shown in Fig. 7 remain unaffected and therefore are left out
in favor of readability. Three new entries are inserted into the editor model. A new Top



Node Reference and its subentry directly relate to the domain model element Image-
Content and its containment within Page. The new Child Reference entry deals with the
fact that image contents may also be contained within a composite content. Therefore,
it refers to the containment reference of CompositeContent in the domain model. Please
note that both extensions, the domain model extension and the editor model extension,
may also take place consecutively, first extending the domain model and then adapting
the GMF model.

Fig. 10. Result of a synchronized transformation which extends domain model website as well
as its page editor

Model reconfigurations In contrast to the previous kinds of composite model transfor-
mations, model reconfigurations may change the network structure. Model reconfigura-
tions can require certain modifications of adjacent models to adapt them to the changed
network structure. Thus, there can be any synchronized model transformations on pre-
served network nodes. It is obvious that synchronized model transformations form a
subset of reconfigurations.

Formally, model reconfigurations are defined by distributed graph transformations
where network transformation tr may be non-identical morphisms here. A new net-
work node may be inserted with an initial local graph, a new network edge with an
initial graph morphism. Vice versa, a network node may be deleted together with its
local graph. Moreover, (adjacent) network edges are deleted with their refining graph
morphisms.

Example 6 (Reconfigurations). Considering again the composite model in Fig. 7, a re-
configuration may be performed as shown in Fig. 11 with the resulting new network
structure in the right. The original model components are kept unchanged in our case.
A new component model is created specifying a new editor specialized for the navi-
gation system of a website. It provides a new body part with an import interface using
the export of the domain model component. The new navigation editor model as shown
in the resulting composite model (cf. Fig. 12) shows a Top Node Reference element
referring to class Page, analogously to the page editor model (cf. explanations in Ex-
ample 2). Its Feature Label Mapping refers to Page.title to show the title of a page.



Furthermore, an entry Link Mapping with a Feature Label Mapping can be found rep-
resenting a navigation link from one page to another. Corresponding domain elements
are class Navigation and its attributes.

Exp

website
Imp
pageeditor

Exp
website

Imp
pageeditor

Imp
naveditor

Fig. 11. Network structure transformation within example reconfiguration (cf. Example 6)

Fig. 12. Result of an example reconfiguration creating a new editor for domain model website (cf.
Example 6)

Component transformations are intended to run for each component independently.
Thus, we conjecture that performing a restricted component transformation on a con-
sistent distributed graph yields a consistent graph again. Since export graphs may be
extended only and their corresponding body graphs have to cover export extensions,
the morphisms between body and export as well as export and remote import interface
graphs remain consistent. Import interfaces may be restricted only, since import inter-
face transformations have to be surjective. The restricted interfaces have to be covered
by the corresponding body graph transformations. Thus, the morphisms between body
and import as well as import and remote export interface graphs remain consistent. Syn-
chronized transformations and reconfigurations are not consistent in general, but also
have to be restricted accordingly.



5 Related work

There are software solutions for software modeling in distributed settings such as EMF
CDO [10] and Poseidon for UML [11]. CDO provides one central or multiple model
repositories to store EMF models. These repositories are managed by central servers.
This solution is adequate as long as all developers shall have access to all models.
However, there might be situations where a restricted access to models is required.
For example, in open source developments, several teams develop their components
independently of each other. ([12] provides an overview on repository technologies in
general.)

In [13], an approach to distributed graphs and graph transformations is presented
which allows the distribution of graph parts, but does not support explicit interfaces.
In this sense, the distribution concepts of this approach and of EMF models are quite
similar. Distributed graph transformations may concern various local graphs, but are not
allowed to change remote graph parts. This distributed graph transformation model is
used for code generation based on PROGRES. In [14], Mezei et.al. present distributed
model transformations based on graph transformation concepts. Model transformations
are not distributed logically, but in the sense that they are performed in a distributed
way in order to increase efficiency. Hence, transformations are distributed automati-
cally. Again, interfaces are handled implicitly. View-oriented modeling has already been
specified by distributed graph transformation in [15]. However, the setting in this paper
is more general. Last but not least, there are several approaches to modular graph trans-
formation, e.g. distributed graph transformation units [16] where transformation units
are encapsulated in transformation modules. In contrast to our approach, transformation
modules encapsulate functionality only and no structures.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a general approach to composite model transformations based on
distributed graph transformation concepts. Several kinds of composite structures are
discussed and mostly illustrated at distributed editor development with EMF and GMF.
A composite model transformation is considered as partial mapping of a composite
model and consists of a set of component transformations. Since we do not follow a
specific transformation approach, component transformations are allowed to be per-
formed by various approaches. Composite model transformation concentrates on some
kind of “synchronization points”, i.e. time points when all component transformations
have finished. Starting at some composite model, several component transformations
may take place in parallel. At certain time points, we can observe the composite model
as a whole and can check its consistency. Composite models are consistent if all com-
ponents are interrelated well.

Next we plan to define composite models with specific network structures as well
as composite model transformations performing specific activities. A very interesting
network structure is the component structure with explicit interfaces. Moreover, we like
to substantiate scenarios for distributed development. Especially, we are interested in
precisely defining transformations of composite EMF models consisting of components
with explicit interface definitions.
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